Rockstar drums have been the standard in affordable, pro quality drums for over ten years. But the new 1989 Rockstar drums are the best Rockstars we've ever made because we've added more new features and improvements than ever before. Now there's no reason to put up with "just OK" for worse! drums while you wait and save for a set that costs as much at good used car. With our new 1989 Rockstar and Rockstar Custom drums, you can have it all - professional sound, looks, features and quality...NOW.

TOM HOLDERS
Previously only offered with Tama's top-of-the-line Artstar and Starclassic sets, the MT9000M tom holder is now standard on 1989 Rockstar sets. The MT9000M's modular design allows it to be used as a double or single tom holder - or as a combination tom/symbol holder. Heights and angles of both tom and cymbal can be set to taste, and Tama's latest modern design ensures that your tom setup always stays rock-solid.

SHELLS/LUGS/TOM BRACKETS
Philippine mahogany shells with a basswood inner ply provide a tight, focused sound. Tama's precision cut bearing edges ensure great tone with less hardware. All Rockstar drums now feature new die-cast tom brackets and redesigned one-piece, die-cast high tension lugs for greater strength and consistent tuning.

SPUR BRACKETS
Rockstar's new die-cast MD82S spur brackets are simple, but very strong. In addition, the spurs (MDP-201) can be pulled out and inserted in the side for storage and transportation.

ACCU-TUNE HOOPS
Tama's Accu-Tune hoops are made of h-tech Glass Flex, Reinforced Plastic (GFRP). These h-tech hoops are more rigid than standard bass drum hoops, but 39% lighter in weight. This superior strength of Accu-Tune hoops ensures that pressure is evenly exerted across the entire head and their minimal hoop eliminates the need for draw hooks. An angled groove at the bottom of the hoop provides a strong, secure pedal connection.

DRUM HEADS
Rockstar's new upgraded heads ensure a great sound practically right out of the box. Better side heads are now made of Dupont Mylar for richer tone and greater durability. Ring mufflers on the bass drum heads remove the need for internal muffing.
Rockstar Custom drums have always been the standard for professional quality drums at an affordable price. But Tama's new Rockstar Custom drums are a triumph of quality over high prices. Rockstar Custom drums feature one inner ply of bentwood for projection and appearance, five plies of Philippine mahogany for tone, warmth, and an outer ply of select bentwood finished in transparent lacquer. Four stunning finishes are available.

**Finishes Available:**
- Custom mahogany (CMH)
- Custom blue (CBL)
- Custom green (CGN)
- Gloss black (GBC)

**Snare Drums:**
Rockstar Custom pro-quality sets come standard with matching shell and finish wood snare drums. Available in two sizes: 5 1/2 x 14 (RC155S) and 6 1/2 x 14 (RC165S).
Tama's 1997 Rockstar Series features resonant 8-ply shells consisting of seven plies of Philippine mahogany and an inner ply of basswood. Available in six brilliant covered finishes that make sure your shells are protected from the rigors of the road—while guaranteeing your set a place in the spotlight.

Snare Drums
Steel shell Rockstar snare drums have a cutting, full-bodied sound and are available in two sizes, 6 1/2 x 14 (RS14S) and 5 1/2 x 14 (RS100).